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Greetings PVG members!

Beat the heat this season with cooling updates of RGPS 
and PVG led events for Semester 1 dating back from 
January to May 2017!

Sunshine through the wet and blustery weather typically 
makes January memorable. An uplifting sight of fanciful 
brollies and raincoats donned on the little ones taking not 
so careful splashy steps seemed a delight to the girls!

In support to Dads@RGPS, Center of Fathering created a 
''First Day of School's Cards” especially for the Primary 
one pupils. 

The pupils were ecouraged to write to their daddies, filling
in the day's excitement and simply thanking daddy for 
sending them to school in the early mornings. A pleasant 
surprise and a new initiative to establish fluid 
communication for father and daughter. Look out for our 
up and coming father – daughter workshop this 
September!

mailto:Dads@RGPS
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Sweet blossoms of fresh spring never fails to begin the 
first semester's most enjoyable event – The Mother Tongue
Fortnight Week 

Crowd pleasers of Chinese, Malay and Indian craft 
stations were set up by parent volunteers during recess 
hour on 2nd and 3rd February.

Enthusiastic and ever passionate teachers working 
alongside with our parent volunteers to showcase the 
various cultural practices commonly embraced by the 
different races. In particular, the crafts, each brought 
about their own identification and meaningful ethnic 
purpose. 

Chinese Calligraphy

Mother Tongue Week –
Chinese

 

Sure-Win prizes for the
quiz games
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Mother Tongue Week – Malay

Pupils were photographed with their Wau, an intricately 
designed Malay moon kite. ( First picture)

Pupils get a chance to make bunga rampai (potpourri), 
usually used in occasions such as Malay weddings and 
solemnisations.

Mother Tongue Week – Indian

The all time favorite henna painting by parent volunteers! 
Excited groups of girls would gather at the station and 
customise the design of their henna.This was one of the 
most popular stations of all as most of the girls found 
having their hands painted with henna very thrilling.

An introduction to the 
desired design..
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Chinese Lunar New Year Lo Hei time on 
Wednesday, 8 February.  A few parent volunteers arrived 
early on a balmy morning to help with the preparation 
and registration desk. Our team member had ensured that
every indivdual pack of the Chinese New Year mandarin 
orange was huge and round. The aromantic zesty waft of 
rich scented air brings sweet smiles to all faces in the 
seminar room. Each parent was greeted with a pair of 
mandarin oranges symbolising an abundance of good 
fortune and sweet blessings for a start in the new year.

An opening speech  to grace this auspicious occasion was 
given by Mrs Yue to all PVG members attending the 
makan session.  A time of our yearly get together with 
parents.  Sharing on the development and  learning 
opportunities for each cohort were highlighted.

The Prosperity Toss to 
the Year of the Rooster 
with PVG!
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Following the prosperity toss, PVG members were invited 
to enjoy a delectable buffet and dessert spread.

A warm welcome to our 
new PVG members joining 
us for the first year.
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Healthy Week on Friday, 31st March started as 
early as 615am. Friendly and helpful delivery uncle of at 
least 70 years of age helped our parent volunteer from 
unloading to moving the greens and fruits to the lower  
canteen. Our conscientious parent volunteers including a 
grandmother would absolutely not compromised the 
standards of hygiene during the washing and packing of 
the little fruit for the giveaway cup to the pupils.

Healthy fruit snacks of banana, strawberry, jackfruit and 
mixed vegetables including some coated with yoghurt!

Zespri Kiwi!!! Great to 
see you aga in at RGPS'
Healthy Week!!!
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Sale of vegetables, a phenomenal to healthy week in RGPS'
dated several years back. It encourages role play of  
buying, selecting, negotiating and money handling. Prior 
to the healthy week, the teachers would emphasize eating 
vegetables as a daily requirement  given the nutrients 
needed  for healthy growth. Seasoned parents would also 
prepare a shopping list for their daughters to buy home 
for dinner that night!
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CTC – Contact time Classroom

“The best day of the week during recess period!” exclaimed
a pupil.

Chinese Lunar New Year craft, a bag with designs of 
adorable kumquats denoting prosperity and abundance 
growing out of a pot using a red packet to present.
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Assorted craftwork and activity takes place from 830am 
to 1030am on Wednesdays with the help of our parent 
volunteers.
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Art Festival 2017 Monday - Wednesday 10-
12 April 2017 

Art Festival is a biennially  festival of craft activities 
lasting 3 full days! A special highlight  to the event this 
year was the parent and child workshop held after school 
hours.
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Sushi Making Craft  Station
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Friendship Band Station

Rock Painting Station
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Boomerang Design Station 

Japanese Fan Making Station
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Mother's Day Special
An exclusive basic breadbaking session was organised for 
our mothers at Brettschneider’s Baking & Cooking School.
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Food Revolution Day by Jamie's Kitchen in 
RGPS  on 19 May 

Kitchen crew prepared a plate of pasta with a piece of  
skinless lean chicken breast meat to all levels of pupils for 
a continuous 2 hours of recess period. Refreshing fruit 
infused water were served to all too! (right)
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Attractive gifts including 
dining vouchers were 
distributed to the girls 
besides their pasta treat.
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Raffles Experience on 22 May 

Local TV/Radio presenter, Jamie Yeo, our guest for the 
talent development program conducted lessons on 
successful communication with others.

Singing and composing were another segment conducted 
by local singer/song writer Tay Kewei.
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  Career booths at ISH

Captain Bob MacGillivray of Boeing with our parent volunteer. An insight to the world of 
aviation with Boeing and  female Co- Pilots of Tiger Airlines.

Playing doctor at Dr Ruth's medical booth. A peek  into to the doctor's kit. (Left) Getting to
know all about the job scope of a Nutritionist. (Right)
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Checking out on the work behind motion pictures together with producer Ling for lots 
of fun and entertainment as each pupil took turns to film and to be in the film!

(Far left ) Mr Yet's booth on Community Service.  (Right) The Lawyer's Office with 
Sharon.
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A salute to Navy Officer Mr Han, as he explained every detail thoroughly.

One can almost  smell the ambrosial scent from the bakery... thumbs up for the first 
attempt at baking, icing and decorating the cupcakes.

The  loveliest cupcakes made with the finest ingredients of love, friendship and jollity ever!
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Workshop - Inventing Things based on the concept of velocity was Scientist Wang 
Cheng's race car.  The force of magnets and a balloon created laughter and excitement in 
her class!

Here's the race!! Ready, set, go!!!
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Workshop - How to solve problems in a creative way. Clinical psychologist 
Pemme, gave each pair of girls a raw egg. The girls were provided with some materials 
where they can protect the egg with.  Next, observation of the outcome when the package 
falls off into a bucket?

Workshop – Chinese Painting with a local artist Debbie
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A token of appreciation was presented to all participants of whom had taken painstaking 
efforts to contribute to The Raffles Experience.  The fields of expertise were informative, 
inspiring and the methods of delivery proved easy for the girls to have an in-depth 
knowledge of the process of career exploration.

The other workshops conducted were Creative Writing, Bollywood Dancing, and IT in 
Aerospace. A technical error had occurred to the photographer's camera, causing the loss 
of many great shots taken. 

Many thanks to our parent volunteers' contribution for the completion of this newsletter, 
issue 3!

We hope to gain more parental support through providing all members a glimpse of the 
activities organized in the school. Meantime, we are all set for Semester 2,  and do keep a 
lookout for PVG's email blast for more upcoming events! 
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